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The influence of fabrication-induced imperfections and material absorption on the quality �Q� factor
of a microcavity pillar is studied numerically. The dependence on sidewall inclination, selective
underetch, and intrinsic loss is quantified. The authors show that imperfections can lead to an
improvement in Q and that a sidewall inclination angle of less than 1° causes a dramatic change in
the Q factor. The variations in Q can be attributed to a delicate balance between effective index
contrasts, mode overlap, and higher-order mode contributions. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2751586�

In an optical microcavity, the spontaneous emission rate
of an atom can be modified compared to its value in free
space by modifying the mode structure of the electromag-
netic field in which the atom is embedded.1,2 The spontane-
ous emission rate in an optical geometry under study divided
by that in a bulk material is known as the Purcell factor.2 It is
proportional to the cavity quality �Q� factor over the effec-
tive mode volume and can be increased or reduced by tailor-
ing the optical modes. In a high-Q cavity, where the photon
lifetime is long compared to the field-atom interaction time,
coherent coupling can be achieved3 leading to a reversible
energy exchange between the field and the embedded emitter
and entanglement of the corresponding states.

A solid-state system suitable for studying these effects is
the semiconductor micro pillar �MP�. It consists of a cavity
surrounded by two distributed Bragg reflectors �DBRs�,
where confinement in the lateral plane is assured by total
internal reflection. A single quantum dot �QD� placed inside
the cavity allows the MP to be used as a single-photon
source. The highly reflecting DBRs and the cavity result in a
high-Q value and a low mode volume is obtained by choos-
ing a small pillar diameter. Light is predominantly emitted
through the top DBR in a mode profile suitable for coupling
to an optical fiber.

Strong coupling between the QD and the cavity mode
has recently been demonstrated4 in a MP, and emission of
single indistinguishable photons from MPs was reported in
Ref. 5. In both references, the performance depends critically
on the Q factor of the cavity, and for this reason the investi-
gation of Q factors in MPs as function of geometry has re-
cently been initiated. Optimization rules for MP designs have
been investigated,6 and the dependence of Q on pillar diam-
eter has been analyzed theoretically using a formulation
based on Bloch modes.7,8 A recent paper9 compares experi-
mentally measured and numerically computed Q factors,
where a detailed model taking into account selective AlAs
underetch has been introduced, and an increase in Q for a
particular etch depth is observed, but not explained. We ex-
tend these studies by investigating the influence of the side-
wall inclination apparent in Fig. 1. of Ref. 9 and we identify
the physical mechanism behind the variation in Q for the

selective AlAs underetch. Also, the role of intrinsic absorp-
tion by the host material is investigated.

We use the eigenmode expansion technique10 �EET� to
study the Q factors. The EET allows a full three-dimensional
vectorial solution of the wave equation, necessary when con-
sidering MPs of small diameters and in general whenever
diffraction effects are dominating. In this frequency domain
technique, the MP structure is divided into layers of uniform
refractive index profile along a propagation axis, usually
chosen as the z axis. In each layer, eigenmodes are deter-
mined for the particular index profile assuming uniformity
along the entire z axis. The optical field in each layer is
expanded on the corresponding eigenmodes, and the fields at
each side of the interface between adjacent layers are con-
nected using the scattering matrix formalism.11

The Q factor is usually7–9 evaluated by determining a
complex pole of a scattering matrix. However, a complex
wavelength in the EET results in a substantial performance
penalty in the determination of eigenvalues, so instead we
calculate the Q factor in the following way. Light propagat-
ing through the cavity is partially reflected at the top and
bottom DBR mirrors and the sum of this infinite series of
reflections is given by the total roundtrip operator,

M = �1 − Rt�Rb��−1, �1�

where Rt,b are matrices describing reflection at the top and
bottom DBR mirrors respectively,11 while � is the transla-
tion operator propagating the modes from one end of the
cavity to the other. The transmission operator of the entire
MP is defined by
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FIG. 1. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� Illustrations of the two pillar geometry
imperfections considered and �c� the staircase approximation used for the
type I imperfection.
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T = Tb�MT t, �2�

with Tt,b describing transmission through the top and bottom
DBRs, respectively. Since the quantities Tt,b and � vary
slowly compared to the roundtrip operator M, a resonance in
M corresponds to a resonance in the transmitted light spec-
trum. The quantity �det�M��2 is then calculated as function of
wavelength, a resonance peak is identified and the center
position and the full width at half maximum are extracted to
obtain the Q factor.

We consider a GaAs/AlAs MP with 26 and 291
2 layer

pairs in the top and bottom DBR mirrors using typical Al-
GaAs parameters. The GaAs �AlAs� layer thickness is 72
�79� nm, the cavity thickness is 294 nm, the pillar diameter
for the ideal geometry, i.e., without imperfections, is 1 �m,
and wavelength-independent refractive indices of 3.542
�2.958� for GaAs �AlAs� are used. The structure, which is
similar to those considered in Refs. 12 and 13, has a primary
resonance wavelength of �969 nm and the Q factor is
�12 000. The Q of the corresponding planar structure with
infinite pillar diameter is �187 000.

Two types of geometries �Fig. 1� mimicking fabrication-
induced imperfections are investigated. For type I, the MP
has a conical shape corresponding to the effect of underetch
from reactive ion etching. For type II, the AlAs layers have a
smaller diameter than the GaAs layers, simulating the selec-
tive oxidation-assisted underetch of the AlAs layers from the
sidewalls reported in Ref. 14. We also consider the effect of
a uniform intrinsic material loss � on the ideal MP. The
geometry for type I imperfection is modeled using the stair-
case approximation sketched in Fig. 1�c�, where the number
of staircase steps is increased until convergence is obtained.
For angles up to 1°, 32 staircase steps were required.

The Q factor as function of degree of geometry imper-
fection and material loss is shown in Fig. 2. For type I im-
perfection, an increase in Q is observed with a peak at an

inclination angle of 0.2° followed by a minor peak at 0.7°,
and we note that within a variation in angle of just 1°, the Q
factor changes in magnitude by almost a factor of 3. The Q
factor also increases for type II imperfection with a peak for
an AlAs underetch of �10 nm. These increases in Q are
somewhat counterintuitive as one would expect imperfec-
tions to have a negative influence on the Q factor. In Fig.
2�c�, the effect of intrinsic loss on the Q factor is plotted, and
we estimate that the effective absorption coefficient should
be larger than �20 cm−1 to result in a reduction of the Q
factor of more than a factor of 2. Since the material losses of
GaAs/AlAs at the relevant wavelengths for a passive struc-
ture are much smaller15 than 20 cm−1, intrinsic loss is not an
important influence on the Q factor.

To identify the origin of the increases in the Q factor for
increasing sidewall inclination and etch depth, we point out
that the MP layer thicknesses are close to those of experi-
mentally given structures12 where the layer thickness is typi-
cally chosen on the basis of a one-dimensional planar-cavity
transfer matrix calculation. Thus, for a given pillar diameter
the layers are not optimized in order to maximize the DBR
reflectivity for the fundamental mode. In what follows, we
determine the Q factors as a function of geometry imperfec-
tions in an optimized MP geometry. The layer thicknesses of
this structure are determined by calculating the effective in-
dex neff of the fundamental HE11 mode and by setting the
layers thicknesses equal to � / �4neff� and the cavity thickness
equal to � /neff. In our simulations, the design wavelength �
was 950 nm. The Q factor as a function of geometry imper-
fection for this optimized geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In the optimized structure,16 the peak at 0.2° for type I
imperfection has disappeared, and the appearance of this
peak in Fig. 2�a� is due to the inclination angle producing a
perturbation of the DBR mirror reflectivity towards its opti-
mum value. However, the second peak, now shifted to 0.8°,

FIG. 4. �Color online� Radial electric field profiles in
top DBR mirror for inclination angles � of �a� 0° and
�b� 0.9°.

FIG. 2. Q factor for �a� type I and �b� type II imperfections and �c� under
influence of material loss.

FIG. 3. Q factor for the optimized structure, in �a� for type I imperfection, in
�b� for type II imperfection, and in �c� for type II imperfection with an
artificial GaAs etch.
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is still present. The origin of this peak can be studied by
examining the electric field profile in the top of the MP. The
field profile for the ideal structure depicted in Fig. 4�a� shows
a fundamental mode propagating through the top DBR lay-
ers. However, the field profile for the MP with an inclination
angle shown in Fig. 4�b� reveals coupling to higher order
modes. Thus, when the inclination angle is increased, inter-
action between the HE11 mode and higher order modes as-
sists in maintaining high Bragg mirror reflectivity. A similar
higher order mode interaction, responsible for strong varia-
tions in the Q factor, was also identified in Refs. 7 and 8.
However, due to lack of periodicity of the MP layers in our
geometry, an analysis based on the Bloch mode formalism
introduced in those papers cannot be applied here. We note
that by changing the inclination angle from 0.6° to 0.8°, the
Q increases by more than a factor of 4, and the influence of
the inclination angle on Q is thus even more dramatic for the
optimized structure.

In the case of type II imperfection, the peak near an etch
of 10 nm is only shifted slightly in the optimized structure,
as illustrated in Fig. 3�b�, and the initial increase of Q with
AlAs underetch is still present. To study the origin of this
increase, we have, in addition, evaluated the Q factor as a
function of an artificial underetch into the GaAs layers. This
type of underetch is not observed experimentally, but we
introduce it to study the physical mechanism behind the in-
crease in Q. For the GaAs underetch, we observe a mono-
tonic reduction in Q in Fig. 3�c� with increasing etch and no
peak is present. This behavior can be understood by consid-
ering the influence of the etch depth on the reflectivity
�neff,GaAs−neff,AlAs� / �neff,GaAs+neff,AlAs� at a layer interface il-
lustrated in Fig. 5�a�. When an AlAs layer diameter is re-
duced, the mode is pushed out of the pillar and the effective
index drops towards unity. The effective index contrast be-
tween the GaAs and AlAs layers becomes larger and the
DBR reflectivity is thus improved, resulting in an increase in
Q. Similarly, the effective index of the GaAs layer becomes
smaller when the diameter is decreased; however, in this case
the index contrast is reduced and the DBR mirror reflectivity
is only lowered. In this way, underetching of the AlAs
�GaAs� layers causes an improvement �reduction� in Q.
However, in an analysis of the DBR reflectivity, the overlap
integral of the transverse components of the EH11 modes in
GaAs and AlAs layers, given by

O = �� E�,GaAs · E�,AlAsdr�� , �3�

should also be considered. Figure 5�b� illustrates the overlap
as a function of etch into the GaAs or AlAs layers. In both

cases the mode overlap deteriorates with decreasing layer
diameter, at one point the effect of the poor overlap domi-
nates over the effect of increased reflectivity for AlAs un-
deretch and the Q then drops from its peak value. We note
that the value of Q at its peak for type II imperfection is
�25% higher than that of the ideal structure. Experimental
control of the AlAs sidewall underetch would thus allow an
increase in Q and would be benificial for realizing high-Q
MPs.

In summary, our calculations provide estimates of the
fabrication tolerance requirements for Q factors of MPs. We
have shown that both types of imperfections considered can
lead to an improvement in Q in an unoptimized MP. Also, we
demonstrate that a change in inclination angle of less than 1°
can cause drastic variations in Q and that a minor AlAs un-
deretch from the sidewalls actually improves the Q factor.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Reflectivity and �b� overlap
of HE11 modes in GaAs and AlAs layers as a function
of etch depth.
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